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APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING G ASEOUS OR 
AERATED BEVERAGES. 

the apertures. But the acidulated water, coming in contact 
with the soda, sets free carbonic acid gas, which, having no 
exit, forces the water back and stops the production of gas 
until the apparatus is set in motiun. At this mument, the 
suction of the pump causes a new inflow of acidulated water 
upon the �oda, from whence another disengagement of gas, 
and then a momentary forcing of the water, whose level 
thus alternately rises and falls and causes a continuous pro
duction of gas proportionate with the suction of the pump. 

of a cock, r. The object of the broken form of this pipe is to 
cause the pressme to act according to the axis of the screw, 
r', which is maneuvered by the key, r2. 

The water under pressure, having been forced into the 
vessel, S, is submitted therein to an agitation tbat allows it 
to dissolve a larger quantity of gas. Such agitation is pro
duced by two pairs of paddles, JJ', mounted at the extremity 
of an axle actuated by the wheel, A, through the intermedium 
of gearings, g and g'. 

THE apparatus employed at present for making gaseous 
beverage!! are divided into two classes-intermittent appar
atus based on chemical compression, and continuous ones 
based on mechanical compression. 

The first are simple in appearance and occupy small space; 
but their use is attended with too great inconveniences and 
losses to allow them to be employed in cases where the 
manufacture is of any extent, so the continuous apparatup. 
are more aud more preferred by those engaged in the in
dustry. 

Continuous apparatus, however, other than those that we 
now propose to occupy ourselves with, are not without some 
defect� ; for the gas is produced in them intermittingly and 
at intervals, and more raridly than it is used, thus necessi
tating the use of a gasometer, numerous and large washers, 
complicated piping, and, besides, of an acid-cock. 

The consumption of soda and acid is about 2 kilogrammes 
each for chargmg 100 siphons or 150 bottles. The llicarbon
ate is known to be used up when the liquid in the gener
ator is seen to descend to the buttom of the water-level, n, 
fixed to the vessel, D. 

The Washer (Figs. 1 and 4).-The gas, on leaving the 
generator, enters the washer through a bent copper pipe, R. 
The washer is formed of two ovoid glass flasks. GG,' mounted 
on a bronze piece, L, to which they are fixed by screw rings, l, 
of the same metal. The two flaSKS, GG', communicate with 

The course of the operation in the saturator may be fol
lowed by an inspection of the water-level, n, seen at the front 
and side in Figs. 2 and 3. This apparatus, in which the 
pressure reaclJes 4 to 6 atmospheres in the manufacture of 
Seltzer water or gaseous lemonade in bottles, and from 10 
to 12 atmospheres in that of Seltzer water in siphons, is 
provided also with a pressure-gauge, m, and a safety-valve, 
both screwed, as is also the tube, 11,2, into a sphere, S', on the 
top of the I'aturator_ 

Apparatus for Using Oarbqnale of Lime (Figs. 2, 3, and 10). 
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APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING GASEOUS BEVERAGES. 

To get rid of such drawbacks, it became necessary to seek 
a means of rendering the production of the gas continuous, 
and of regnlating it automatically without the aid of the 
operator. Mr. Monclollot has obtained such a result 
through a happy modification of tbe primitive system of the 
English engineer Bramah. He preserv:es the suction and 
force pump, but, while applying it to the same uses, he like
wise employs it, bY' the aid of a special arrang!'ment, so as 
to distrihute the sulphuric acid automatically over the chalk 
in the generator, and to thus obtain a regular and contin
uous disengagement of carbonic acid gas. The danQ:ers and 
difficulties in the maneuver of an acid-cock are obviated, the 
gasometer and its cumbersome accessories are dispensed 
wit h, and the purification is more certain, owing to the regu
larity with whicll the gas traverses the washers. 

In the accompanying plate we have figured three types of 
these apparatus. The first that we shall describe is ar
ranged for the use of bicarhonate of soda. This apparatus 
Cllnsists: (1) of a generator, C D; \2) of a double washer, G G'; 
(3) of a IJUCtion pump, P; and t 4) of a saturator, S. (See Figs. 
1 to 9. ) 

The Generator.-Thi� consists of a cylindrical leaden re
ceptacle, D, on the bottom of which rests a leaden bell con· 
tllining apertures, e, at its hase. A partition, e', into which 
is screwed a leaden tuhe, C', containing apertures, divicles the 
interior of the bell into two compartments. The upper of 
these latt!'r is surmounted by a mouth, B, closed by a clamp, 
and through which the bicarbonate of soda is introduced. 
A definite quantity of water and sulphuric acid having been 
poured into the rl'ceptacle, D, a level tends to take place be
tween the latter and the bell, C, the liquid passing through 

each other only through the tinned-copper tube. q, which is 
held in the mounting, d, of the same metal. This latter is 
screwed into the piece, L, and !:ontains numerous apertures. 
through which the gas coming in from the pipe, R, passes to 
reach the upper flask, G. The j!'as is washed by bubbling 
up through water that bas been introduced through the cock, 
R'. After it has traversed both flasks, it escapes through the 
copper pipe, p. into which it is sucked by the pump. P. 

The Pump (Figs 1, 5 and 6).-This consists of a cylindri
cal chamber, P, of bronze, bolted to a bracket on the frame, 
and cast in a piece, with the suction valve chamber, P', in 
which the valve, p, plays. It is surmollnted by the dis
tributing valve chamber, Pl. This latter is held by means 
of two nuts screwed on to the extremity of the rods, p3 con
nected with the shell, E, of the distributing-coek, E'. In the 
shpll, E, terminates, un one side, the pipe, p, through which 
enters the gas from the washer, and, on the other, the pipe, i, 
that communicates with a feed-reservoir not shown in the 
cuts. The cock; E', permits of the simultaneous regulation 
of the entrance of the gas and water. Its position is shown 
hy an index. e, passing over a graduated dial, e'. From the 
dlstrihuting valve chamber, P",the pipe, s, leads the mixture 
of water and gas uncleI' pressure into 

The Saturator,.S (Figs. 1, 7,and 9).-Thisconsists of a large 
copper ves�el, s, affixed to the top of the frame through the 
intermedium of a bronze collar. h, and a self· closing bottom. 
H. This lilt tel' is provided with two pipes , one of which, s. 
leads the mixture of water and carbonic acid forced by the 
pump, and the other, b, communicates with the siphons or 
bottles to be filled. The pipe, b, is not affixed directly to the 
bottom, but is connected therewith through the intermedium 
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-When chalk is acted npon by sulphuric acid, there is 
formed an insoluble sulphate which, by covering the chalk, 
prevents the ac'jon of the acid from continuinj!' if care be 
not taken to constantly agitate the materials. This has led 
to a change in t.he arrangement of the generator in the 
apparatus designed for the use of chalk. 

It consists in this case of a leaden vessel, D, having a 
hemispherical bottom �et into a cylindrical cast iron base, K, 
and of an agitator, similar to that shown in Fig. 11, for 
keeping the chalk in suspension in the water. These latter 
materials are introduced through the mouth, B (Fig. 3). 
Then a special receptacle, C, of lead, shown in detail in Fig. 
10, and the cock, e', of which is kept closed, is filled with 
sulphuric acid. The acid is not introduced directly into the 
vessel, C, but is poured into the cylinder, C', whose sides con
tain numerous apertures which prevent foreign materials 
from passin./!' into the siphon tube. c, and obstructing it. 

To put the apparatus in opera�ion, the acid-cock, e', is 
opened. and the wheel. A, is turned, thus oetting in motion 
both the pump piston, P, and the agitator, within S and D. 
Then the play of the pump produces a suction in the 
washers. and from thence in th!' generator, and causes the 
acic in the vessel, C, tn flow into the generator through the 
leaden siphon tubes, e. Coming in contact with the chalk 
in sllspension, tbe acid produces a disengagement of gas 
which soon e�tablishes sufficient pressure to stop the flow of 
the acid and drive it hack into the siphon tube. The play 
of the pump continUing, a new suction takes place, and 
consequently a momentary flow of acid and It. new disen. 
I!'agement of gas. Thus the produ.rtion of the latter is con
tinuous, and is regulated hy the very action of the pump, 
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without the operator having to maneuver an acid-cock_ 
The latter he only has to open when he sets the apparatus in 
operation, and to close it when he stops it-

The arrangement of the washer is the same as in the pre
ceding apparatus, save that a larger cylindrical copper 
reservoir, G', is substituted for the lower flask. The pump 
and saturator offer notbing peculiar_ 

A bent tufle, u, which communicates with the �enerator, D, 
on one side, and with a cylindrical tube, Y, endmg in a glass 
vessel on the other, serves as a safety-valve for both the 
generator and the acid vessel. 

The consumption of chalk is about 2'5 kilogrammes, and 
the same of acid, for charging 100 siphons or 150 bottles. 
The apparatus shown in the figure is capable of charging 
4i00 siphons or 900 bottles per day. 

An Apparatus Completely Mechanical in Operation 
(Fig. ll).-This apparatus consists of two very distinct 
parts. The saturator, pump, and driving shaft are sup
ported by a hollow base, in whose interior are p"laced a cop
per washer and the water-inlet controlled by a float-cock. 
This part of the apparatus is not shown in tbe plate. The 
generator, partially shown in Fig. 11, is placed on a base of 
its own, and is connected by a pipe with the rest of the 
apparatus. It consists of two similar generators, D, made 
of copper lined with lead, and working alternately, so as to 
avoid all stoppages in the manufacture when the materials 
are being renewed. The pipe, d, connecting the two parts of 
the apparatus fork� so as to lead the gas from one or the 
other of the generators, whence it passes into the copper 
washer within the base, then into the glass indicating 
washer, and then to the pump which forces it into the 
saturator. 

Each of t,he generators communicates by special pipes, 
a, with a single safety vessel, V', that operates the same 
as in the preceding apparatus. The agitator, Q, is of 
bronze, and is curved as shown in Fig. 11. 

The production of this type of appamtus is dependent 
upon the number of siphons that can be filled by a siphon 
filler working without interruption -Machines, Outi18 et 
Appareils_ 

DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF FUSEL OIL. 
UNTIL quite recently we have had no accUl'ate method for 

the determination of fusel oil in alcohol or brandy. In 1837 
Meurer suggested a solution of one part of silver nitrate in 
nine parts of water as a reagent for its detection, stating that 
when added to alcohol containing fusel oil, a reddish brown 
color is produced, and in case large quantities are present, a 
dark brown precipitate is formed. It was soon found, how· 
ever, that other substances than amyl alcohol produce brown 
colored solutions with silver nitrate; and Bouvier* observed 
that on adding potassium iodide to alcohol containing fusel 
oil, the solution is colored yellow, from the decomposition of 
the iodide. Subsequently B6ttgert proved that potassium 
iodide is not decomposed by pure amyl alcohol, and that the 
decomposition is due to the presence of acids contained in 
fusel oil. More accurate results are obtained by IIsing a 
very dilute solution of potassium permanganate, which is 
decomposed by amyl alcohol much more rapidly than by 
ethyl alcohol. 

Dupret determines fusel oil by oxidizing a definite quan
tity of the alcohol in a closed vessel with potassium bichro
mate and sulpburic acid. After removal of excess of the 
oxidizing rt-'agents, the organic acids are distilled, and, by 
repeated fractional distillation, the acetic acid is separated 
as completely as possible. The remaining acids are satura
ted with barium hydroxide, a.nd the salts analyzed; a differ
ence between the percentage of barium Found and that of 
barium in barium acetate proves the presence of fusel oil, 
and the amount of difference gives some idea of its quantity. 
Betelli II dilutes 5 c. c. of the alcohol to be tested with 6 to 7 
volumes of water, and adds 15 to 20 drops of chloroform and 
shakes thoroughly. If fusel oil is present, its odor may be 
detected by evaporating the chloroform; or, by treatment 
with sulphuric acid and sodium acetate, the ether is 0 b
tained, which can be readily recognized. Jorissen§ tests for 
fusel oil by adding 10 drops of colorless aniline and 2 to 3 drops 
of hydrochloric acid to 10 c. c. of the alcohol. In the pres
ence of fusel oil a red color is produced within a short time, 
which can be detected when not more than 0'1 per cent. is 
present. But Foerster� objects to this method because h e  
finds t h e  color t o  be due to t h e  presence o f  furfurol, and that 
pure amyl alcohol gives no color with aniline and Ilydro
cLloric acid. 

Hager** detects fusel oil as follows: If the spirit contains 
more than 60 per cent. of alcohol, it is diluted with an equal 
volume of water and some glycerine added, pieces of filter 
paper are then saturated with the liquid and exposed to the 
air. After the evaporation of the alcohol, the odor of the 
fusel oil can be readily detected. For the quantitative de
termination he distills 100 c. c. of the alcohol in a flask of 
150 to 200 c. c. capacity connected with a condenser, and so ar· 
ranged that the apparatus does not extend more than 20 cm. 
above the water bath. This arrangement prevents the fusel oil 
from passing oval'. If the alcohol is stronger than 70 per cent., 
and the height of the distillation apparatus is not more than 
17 cm., the residue in the flask may be weighed as fusel oil. 
With a weaker alcohol, or an apparatus which projects fur
ther out of the water bath, the residual fusel oil is mixed 
with water. It can, however, be separated by adding stroog 
alcohol and redistilling, or by treating with ether, which dis
solves the amyl alcohol, and distilling, the temperature being 
raised finally to 60°. 

Marquardt,tt like Betelli, extracts the fusel oil from alco
hol by means of chloroform, and by oxidation converts it into 
valeric acid. From the quantity of barium valerate found 
he calculates the amount of amyl alcobol present in the ori
ginal solution; 150 c. c. of the spirit, which has been diluted 
so as to contain 12 to 15 per cent. of alcohol, are shaken up 
thoroughly with 50 c.  c .  of chloroform, the aqueous layer 
drawn off, and shaken with a fresh portion of chloroform. 
This treatment is repeated several time s. The extracts are 
then united, and washed repeatedly with water. The chlo
roform, which is now free from alcohol and contains all tbe 
fusel oil, is treated with a solution of 5 grammes of potas
sium bichromate in 30 grammes of water and 2 grammes of 
sulphuric acid, and then heated in a closed flask for six hours 
on a water bath at 85°. The contents of the flask are then dis
tilkd, the distillate saturated with barium carbonate, and the 
chloroform distilled; the residue is evaporated to a small vol
ume, the excess of barium carbonate filtered off, and the fil
trate evaporated to dryness and weighed. Tbe residue is dis-

* Zeit.chrift f. Anal. Chern. xi., 343. 
t Dingler's Poly tech. Jour., cCvii., 516. 
t Pharm. J. Trans. [3] vi., 867. 
§ Bericllte d. Deutschen Chern. Gesellsch., vlU .. 'l'2. 
n P�ann. Centralhalle, xxii . . 3. "I Berichte d. Dentsch. Chern. Geqpllsch., xv., 230. 

** Pharrn. Centralhalle, xxii., 236. 
it llerichte d. Deutsch. Chern. Gesellsch:, xv., 1,370 and 1,668. 

solved in water, a few drops of nitric acid added, and the formation of the substance is wanting, as potassium nitrate 
solution divided into two portions. In the first portion the was shown not to give an explosive substance with tin. A 
barium is determined; in the second the barium chloride. thin layer of a mixtUl'e of sulphur and potassium nitrate 
The total per cent. of barium minus that of barium chloride was placed between sheets of tin and copper foil, and 
gives the amount present as barium valerate, from which is allowed to stand, being kept constantly moist. After a time 
calculated the per cent. of amyl alcohol. By this process the copper was found to have become coated witb sulphide, 
the author has determined one part of fusel oil in ten tholl- I while the tin was largely converted into the explosive basic 
sand of alcohol. To detect very minute quantities of fusel. nitrate. The conditions are obviously the same as those 
oil, the chloroform extracts are treated with several drops of I found in the powder machinery, where bronze and tin solder 
sulphuric acid and enough potassium permanganate to keep are constantly in contact with moist gunpowder. The chem
t.he solution red for twenty-foUl' hours. If allowed to stand ical action is probably this: the sulphur of the powder forms, 
in a test tube, the odor of vale ric aldehyde will first be no- with the copper of the bronze, copper sulphide; this is oxi
ticed, then that of amyl valerate, and lastly that of valeric dized to sulphate, which reacts with the niter of the powder, 
acid.-Amer. Ohem. Journal. forming potassium sulphate and copper nitrate; the latter, 

ON SILICON. 
as shown ahove, then forms with the tin of the solder the 
explosive basic nitrate, which, being insoluble, gradually 
collects in the joints, and finally leads to an explosion.
JO'ltrnal fiir Praktische Ohemie. 

METALLIC THORIUM. 

IT is known that platinum heated in 11 forge fire, in con
tact with carbon, becomes fusible. Boussingault has shown 
that this is due to the formation of a silicide of platinum by 
means 0 f the reduction of the silica of the carbon by the 
metal. MM. P. Rchntzenbergpr and A. Colson have pro- By L. F. NILSON. 
duced the same pbenomenon by heating to white heat a slip THE density of thorium as obtained by reducing the anhy-
of platinum in the center of a thick layer of lampblack free drous chloride by means of sodium was found by Chyde
from silica. nius, 7'657 to 7'795. The ljuthor has obtained metallic 

The illcrease in weight of the metal and the augmentation thorium by heating sodium with the double anhydrous 
of its fusibility were found to be due, in this case also, to a thorium potassium chloride, in presence of sodium chloride 
combination with silicon. As the silicon could not come in an iron crucible, After treating the residue with water 
direclly from the carbon which surrounded the platinum, there remains a grayisb, heavy, sparkling powder, which 
MM. Schtitzenberger and Colson have endeavored to dis- under the microscope appears to consist of very small crys
cover nnder what form it could pass from the walls of the tals. Metallic thorium is brittle and almost infusible ; the 
crucible through a layer of lampblack several centimeters in powder takes a metallic Illster under pressme, is per
thickness, in spite of a volatility amounting to almost no- manent in the air at temperatures up to 120°, takes 
thing under the conditions of the experiment. They describe fire below a red heat either in air or oxygen, and 
the following experiments as serving to throw some light burns with a dazzling luster, leaving a residue 
upon the question: of perfectly white thoria. If heated with chlorine, 

1. A tbin slip of platinum rolled in a spiral is placed in a bromine, iodine, and sulphur, it combines with them w.ith 
small crucible of retort carbon closed by a turned cover of ignition. It is not al tacked by water, cold or hot. Dilute 
the same material. This is placed in a second larger cl'lici- sulphuric acid occasions the disengagement of hydrogen, 
ble of refractory clay, and the intervening space filled with especially if heated, but the metal iH acted on very slowly. 
lampblack tigbtly packed. The wbole is then heated to I Concentrated SUlphuric acid with the aid of heat attacks tbe 
white heat for an hour and a half in a !!,ood wind furnace. : metal very slightly, evolving sulpburous anhydride. Nitric 
After cooling, the platinum is generally found to have been � acid, strong or weak, has no sensible action. Fuming hy
fused into a button, with a marked iiICrease in weight due to drocbloric acid and aqua regia attack thorium readily, but 
taking up silicon, which has penetrated in the form of vapor the alkalies are without action. The metal examined by the 
througb the walls of the interior cruci hIe. author behaves with the reagents in question the same as did 

2. If, in the preceding experiment. the lampblack be re the specimens obtained by Berzelius. The mean specific 
placed by a mixture of lampblack and rutile in fine powder, gravity of pure thorium is about 11. Hence it would 
the slip of platinum remains absolutely intact, and does not seem t hat the metal obtained by Chydenius mmt have con
change in weight. Thus tbe titaniferous packing recom- tained much foreign watter. The specific gravity of pure 
mended by Sainte-Claire Deville for preventing the access of thoria is 10'2207 to 10'2198. The equivalent and the density 
nitrogen in experiments at high temperatures also prevents being known, we may calculate the atolnic volume. If we 
the passage of silicon. A mixture of carbon and finely i admit that the metal is equivalent to 4 atoms of hydrogen, 
divided iron is, on the contrary, ineffectual. These facts I we ohtain the value 21'1. 'This number coincides with the 
seem to indicate that nitrogen plays a part in  the trans- , atomic volumes of zirconium (21'7), cerium 21'1), lanthanum 
portation of the silicon, as this is only prevented by the I (22'6), and didymium (21'5). This analogy is certainly not 
same meam made use of in order to prevent the passage of I due to chance ; it rather confirms the opinion which I have 
nitrogen. I put forward in conneetion with my researches on the sele-

3. The volatility of free silicon at a high temperature is' nites, on certain chloro-platinates and chloro-platinites, etc., 
too slight to account for the alteration of the platinum at a that the elements of the rare earths form a series of quadri
distance. This can be shown by placing several decigrnmmes valent metals. 
of crystallized silicon on the bottom of a small crucible of 
retort carbon, covering the silicon with a small flat disk of 
retort carbon upon which is placed the slip of platinum. 
The crucible, closed by its tllt'ned cover, is then enveloped in 
a titaniferous packing and kept at a brilliant white heat for 
an bour and a half. The metal is found to have only very 
slightly increased in weight, and its properties remain unal
tered. This experiment was repeated several times with tbe 
same result. If, however, the crystallized SIlicon be replaced 
by powdered calcined silica, the plat.inum, placed upon the 
carbon disk, fuses and increases in weight, while the silica 
loses weight. The theory of these curious pbenomena is 
very difficult to establish on aceount of the high tempera
tures which are necessary for their manifestation, buL it may 
be concluded, at present., that nitrogen and probably oxygpn 
also play some part in the transporl ation of the silicon across 
the intervening space, and tbat the carbosilicious compounds 
recently described by MM. Schiitzenberger and Colson also 
take part in the phenomellon. -ComptesRmdus, xciv., 1,710-
Amer. Chem. Journal. 

ST ANNOUS NITRATES. 

[AMERICAN CHEMWAL JOURNAL.] 
F R I E D R I C H  WOH L E R . 

Noone but a cllemist can appreciate the full significance 
of the brief message which came to us a month al.!o witbout 
warning-"Wohler is dead!" What need be added to it? 
No chemist was !Jetter known or more honored than Wohler, 
and none ever deserved distinction and honor more than he. 
His life was made up of a series of brilliant successes, which 
not only compelled the admiration of tbe world at large, but 
directed the thoughts of his fellow workers, and led tu re
sults of the highest importance to science. 

It is impossible in a few words to give a correct account 
of the work of Wobler, and to show in what way his life and 
work have been of such great value to chemistry. Could he 
himself direct the preparation of this notice, the writer knows 
that his advice would be, "Keep to the facts." So far as 
any one phrase can characterize the teachings of Wohler, 
that one does it; and though enthusiasm prompts to eulogy, 
let us rather recall the plain facts of his life, and let them, 
in the main, speak for themselves.* 

He was born in the year 1800 at Eschersheim, a village 
AT the Royal Powder Works at Spandau, Prussia, fre- near Frankfilrt-on-the-Main. From his earliest years the 

quent ignition of the powder at a certain stage of the pro- study of nature appears to llave been attractive to him. He cess led to an examination of the Illachinery, when it was took great delight in collecting minerals and in performing 
found that where, at certain part.s, bronze pieces which were chemical and physical experiments. While ;;till a boy, he 
soldered were ill constant contact with tbe moist pOWder, associated with a Dr. Buch, of 1<'rankfort, and was aided hy 
the solder was much corroded and in part entirely destroyed, this gentleman, who did what he could to encol1l'age in the 
an?- that in the joi1!ts had ?ollected a suhst!1nce w:hi?h, on young student his inclination toward the natural sciences. 
bemg scraped out WIth a chbel, explod�d WIth �mlssHm. of I The first paper which bears the n ame of Wobler dates from 
sparks. It was suspected that the formatIon of thIS explOSIve this period and is upon the presence of selenium in the iron 
material was in some �ay connected with t�e cor.rosi!Jtl of pyrites fro� Kraslitz. In 1820 he went to the University of 
the snIder, and the subJect was referred for mvestlgatlOn . to 

I 
Marburg to study medicine. While thel'e he did 110t, how

Rudolp� Weber, of �h� Sch?ol ?f Technology, at Berlm. ever, neglect. the study of chemistry .. He was at !hat time 
The mam res�lts of biS myestIgatlOn are here glv.en,. particularly mterested in an investigatJ(�n on certaIn cyano-

The exp�oslve propertIes of the substance IndICated . a , gen compounds. In 1821 he went to HeIdelberg, and in 1823 
probable nItro-compound of one of the solder metals (tIll he received the degree of Doctor of Medicine. L. Gmelin 
and lead), and as the lead . sal�s are more stable �nd b.etter became interested in him, and it was largely due to Gmelin's 
understood. than those of t!n� It was �'es?lved to myeetIgate influ.e�ce that Wohler gave up his intention of practicing 
the latter, III hope of OQtamlllg . a SImIlar. explosIV� com- medICme, and concluded to devote llimself entirely to che
pound. Expenments 011 the actIOn of mOIst .potassmm 1lI mistry. For furtber instruction in his chosen science, Woh1!'r 
trate on pure tin led to no result. as no explOSIve body was went to Stockholm to receive instruction from Berzelius in 
for�ed. �ta.nno�s nitrll;te, Sn(NO.)., formed by the actiC!ll , whose labor�tory he continued to work from the fall of 1'

�23 
of dIlute mtr!c �CId on tm, has long been k�own, but onl.pn 'until the mIddle of the following year. Only a few years 
solution, as it. IS decOl�posed on evaporatInp:, By addm� 'since, in a communication entitled" Jugenderinnerungen 
freshly. precipItated mOIst brown stannou� OXIde to cool m- i eines Chemikers," he gave a fascinating account of his jour
tric aCId of sp. gr. 1'20, as long as solutIon occurred, and ney to Stockholm and his experiences while working with 
then cooling the solution to -20\ ':Veber obtained an abun- ,Berzplius. On his return to Germany, he was called to teach 
dance of crystals of the COmpf!SItIon Sn(NOal. + 20H.0. : chemi:'try in the recently founded municipal trade scbool 
They resemble crystals of potas�lUm chlorate. They c:m�ot (Gewerbschule) at Berlin. He accepted the call, and re
be kept, as they liquefy at ordmary temperatures. An Ill· I, mained in Berlin until 1832 when he went to Cassel to live. 
soluble basic salt was obtained by digesting an excess of moist In a short time he was cllll�d 'upon to take part in the direc
stannous ox-ide in solution of stannous nitrate, or by adding tion of the biooher trade school at Cassel. He continued to 
to. a. solution of .stannous _nitrate hy degrees,. wit? cons�ant teach and work in .Cassel until 1836, when he was appointed 
stJrrmg, a quantIt:r?f S?dlUm, ?arbonate.solutlOn msu!ficlent . Prof�ssor of Ohemlstry in Gottingen. This office he held at 
for complete preC1pIta�I?n. [hus ob�amed, the bll;sIC salt, the time of his death, September 23, 1882. 
w hICh has the compos�t!On S,?N.O" IS a snow-white crys- I In 1825 Wohler became acquainted with Liebig, and an 
talline po��er, which IS partially decompos.ed by water, �nd intimate friendship resulted, which con tinued until the 
slowly OXIdIzed ?y lon.(!: exposur� to the aIr, or by heatmg death of Liebig, a few years ago. Though they lived far 
to 100°. By r.apld heatI�g �o a }llgher temp�rature, as. �ell apart, they met during the vacations at their homes, or tra
as by percussIOn and fnct�on, It explod�s vwlently, gIvmg veled together. Many important investigations were con
off a shower of spayks . . ThiS compoun4 IS also formed when ceived by them as they talked over the problems of chemis
a fine sp!'ay of mtnc aCid. (8p, :gr. 1'20) IS thro,,:n upon a su:- I try, and many papers appeared under both their names, con
face of till or solder._ It IS also foymed when tIll �r solder IS taining the results of their joint work. Among such papers exposed to the actIOn of a solution of copper mtrate, and mav be men tioned: "On Cyanic Acid" (1830)' "On Melthus formed presents the properties already described. I lithic Acid" (1830)' ,. On Sulphotartaric Acid" (1831)' "On In this, then, we have a probable cause of the explosions I '  , 
occurring in the powder works; but the pxplanation of the I * See Kopp's" Geschichte derChemie,." iv.,440. 
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